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FROM CALIGARI TO HITLER Documentary Film by Rüdiger Suchsland, Germany 2014, 118min With Fatih Akin, Elisabeth Bronfen, Thomas Elsaesser, Volker Schlöndorff, Eric D. Weitz Written and directed by Rüdiger Suchsland produced by Martina Haubrich Editor Katja Dringenberg DOP Harald Schmuck, Frank Reimann Sound Tobias Schinko, Enrico Leube Colorist Sebastian Göhs Compositing & Graphics Anke Trojan Online Editor Julius Schultheiss Music Composers Michael Hartmann, Henrik Albrecht Voices Rüdiger Suchsland, Hans-Henrik Wöhler Mix Tobias Fritzsch, Jürgen Schulz Archive-Producer Martin Sauter Lab CinePostproduction GmbH, Berlin Post-production Markus Thüne, LOOKS Volker Schulze, LOOKS Mitra Moezodine, CinePostproduction, Niklas Bäumer, CinePostproduction Head of Production Jan Müller Commissioning Editor ARTE Martin Pieper Producers Martina Haubrich, Gunnar Dedio In Cooperation with Friedrich-Wilhelm-Murnau-Stiftung, Wiesbaden: Ernst Szebedits, Gudrun Weiss Deutsche Kinemathek – Museum für Film und Fernsehen, Berlin: Rainer Rother, Anke Hahn Deutsches Filminstitut, Frankfurt: Claudia Dillmann, Hans-Peter Reichmann Filmmuseum München: Stefan Drößler Praesens Film, Zürich: Pete Gassmann A production by LOOKS Filmproduktionen GmbH in Collaboration with Arte/ZDF Funders: Ministry of the Federal Republic of Germany for Culture and Media, BKM German Film Fund, DFFF Hessische Filmförderung Developed with the MEDIA PROGRAMME of the European Union Distributor Germany: Real Fiction Produktion LOOKS Filmproduktionen GmbH
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Logline The film tells the story of German Cinema in the Twenties between Expressionism and New Sobriety. This was the most important period of German Cinema, a time full of wonders and invention. The aesthetic foundations were laid for the "seventh art". FROM CALIGARI TO HITLER is the first feature documentary ever on German Cinema of the Twenties. It shows well known films, but furthermore forgotton, never shown or totally unknown material. This is is an entertaining rollercoaster-trip to the best period of German Cinema and into the abyss of subconscioussness. Synopsis The Weimar Republic (1918 to 1933), was the free-est state on German soil; a wild era characterized by disruption, crisis and cultural brilliance. It was also the most important period of German Cinema, a time full of wonders and invention. The aesthetic foundations were laid for the “seventh art”; Weimar’s directors like Murnau, Lang, Lubitsch, Pabst, Wilder, Sternberg and Ruttmann are still legendary today, their stars Marlene Dietrich, Louise Brooks, Emil Jannings and Conrad Veidt are unforgotten, and films like "Nosferatu", "The Cabinet of Doctor Caligari", "Metropolis", "M", "People on Sunday", "Berlin. Symphony of a Metropolis" and "Blue Angel" unfold their unique aura. Cinema showed German society after World War One in a permanent dance on a volcano, between hedonist lust and latent fear of destruction – an explosive mixture. Siegfried Kracauer described this epoch in „From Caligari to Hitler", the best-known of German film books to date. It tells of shellschock-trauma, fear, crisis and the longings for a leader in German film – in other words: the way in which cinema presaged the era of fashism, anticipated its terror and the moral and political collapse of a liberal society. What does cinema know that we don’t know? Investigating this question, and tracing the diversity and its beauty of early filmmaking, the film shows: Weimar cinema is more than ever an unknown continent still to be discovered. Far more than Expressionism, it was New Sobriety, escapist spectacle, thrill and fun - and it looked into the eye of crisis. FROM CALIGARI TO HITLER is an entertaining rollercoaster-trip to the best period of German cinema and into the abyss of German subconscioussness. 3



Quotes "I only discovered German silent films in Paris. That's where I saw films by Fritz Lang, Murnau for the first time - and I was instantly hooked. These were finally fathers we could identify with." "The Weimar cinema was not as ideological as it was always portrayed. Starting in 1919 and until the invention of the talkies, essentially all of the genres had been invented and put into practice - and that, for me, is the Weimar era."



Volker Schlöndorff



"I like the harsh lighting in the German films of the 1920s - the summoning of the proletariat, the effects of the Russian Revolution, the waves this made go all the way into the film. You don't find anything like this today."



Fatih Akin "Berlin today is a city with a pronounced employee culture. A culture created by employees for employees, and perceived as culture by the majority of employees. They fill the cities, but they do not belong anywhere. The monthly salary, the so-called mental work and other meaningless features, are currently founding the existence of large parts of the population. The building of bourgeois values has collapsed, its foundations having been eroded. The salaried masses are spiritually homeless. Along with health, transport and gifts, the employees' cultural needs include, amongst other things, tobacco products, bars, and intellectual or social events. Many employees' lives escape from their wretchedness into distraction, dissolving into the nocturnal void."



Siegfried Kracauer 1929 "These products of distraction factories are no longer individual girls, but indissoluble girl clusters, ornaments composed of thousands of bodies. The structure of the mass ornament reflects the contemporary situation. Like the pattern in the stadium, the organisation stands above the masses, a monstrous figure. The mass ornament is the aesthetic reflex of the rationality to which the prevailing economic system aspires."



Siegfried Kracauer, "The Mass Ornament", 1927 4



Director's statement Youth, freedom, irony, curiosity: Weimar is Modernity at its best and "the" time of German cinema: By far the prime and richest period of our filmmaking. Cinema mirrors the turbulent era of the Twenties. These movies had it all! But more or less everything of it is forgotten, reduced to two or three footnotes. I wanted to take us all to an adventurous trip to this lost time, a trip which should entertain, move, surprise and remind us all to an open wound in our past. Siegfried Kracauer, as well a forgotten genious of cultural critique, is the perfect guide to an era, which is fascinating in its contradictions. This fascination and, yes: my love for this time and its cinema, I hope to share. Author and Director Rüdiger Suchsland lives in Berlin. Studied History, Philosophy and Political Science; works now as a journalist, writer and cultural activist. Primarily a regular contributor and critic for print, radio and internet, he is also a speaker, instructor and author on the thematic subjects of film, history, theory, East Asia, zeitgeist and popular culture. He is a curator in the team of the film-festivals in Mannheim-Heidelberg and Ludwigshafen. Together with Josef Schnelle, he co-authored the book "Zeichen und Wunder: Das Kino von Zhang Yimou und Wong Kar-Wai." (2008).
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During transport, make certain that the equipment cannot fall down and possibly cause property damage and personal injuries. 18. If your equipment is no ...
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CameoÂ® is a brand of the Adam Hall Group Â· Adam Hall GmbH Â· Adam-Hall-Str. 1 ... DMX CONTROL TABLE. 2-CH Mode. CH1. Mode Selection. 000. -. 010.
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auxiliary lenses, which permit an increased range of between +26.75 and - ... Both the cylindrical axis and cross cylind
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rib eye con rub canadiense rib eye con rub 

RIB EYE CON RUB CANADIENSE. NIVEL DE DIFICULTAD. COSTO DE LA RECETA. TIPO DE FUEGO: Alto Directo. 2 a 3 porciones. W. EB
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Verstell- und abnehmbarer Schultergurt. â€¢ Wasserabweisend, fleckunempfindlich. â€¢ Rutschhemmend. â€¢ AbschlieÃŸbare Schnalle. â€¢ Mit Kofferband zur Befestigung ...
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Eye & Health Care 
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01.11.2017 - Reise-Zeitraum (Datum). Preis (â‚¬). Nordsee â€“ Ã„rmelkanal â€“ NOK. 16 TÃ¶rn zur Themse-MÃ¼ndung · Hamburg â€“ Gravesend · Di. 15.05.2018 â€“ Mo. 21.05.2018 · 1.560 · 21 Segeln im Gezeitenrevier · Ramsgate â€“ Emden · So. 27.05.2018 â€
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G 1760-P Eye and Face Shower 

Ball valve (remains open). Robinet Ã  boisseau sphÃ©rique ouvert. Grifo esfÃ©rico, queda abierto. Otwarty zawÃ³r kulowy. 7. EinlassÃ¶ffnung. ( Â½â€œ NPT). Inlet opening.
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Eagle Eye SERIE LX-A 

arrancar el auto. En ambos modos si la sirena no ha llegado a su etapa final (antes de apagar el auto) no tiene que remo
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How to avoid a big hollow after eye enucleation AWS 

Aesthetic appearance is one of the major concerns after eye enucleation in the horse. Implants can be used to avoid the apparition of a big hollow, but they are costly, need to be ordered in advance in the correct size, and foreign body reaction can 
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DICTIONARY OF EYE TERMINOLOGY 6TH EDITION PDF 

dictionary of eye terminology 6th edition | Get Read & Download Ebook dictionary of eye terminology 6th edition as PDF for free at. The Biggest ebook library in ...
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Und Ihre Bedeutung Far Eine Theorie Intersubjektiver Librarydoc23, I Only Laugh When It Hurts A. Collection Of Hard And Hilarious Lessons Librarydoc23, Ibm ...
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13 nov. 2011 - Gallagher toman caminos distintos hasta este 2011 ... de Üam Gallagher, Gem Archer y. Andy Bell. ... das
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die wirksamkeit von eye movement desensitization and 

If you want to possess a one-stop search and find the proper manuals on your products, you can visit this website that delivers many Die Wirksamkeit Von Eye. Movement Desensitization And Reprocessing Emdr Bei Der Posttraumatischen. Belastungsstorung.
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PARCHES PARA OJOS DE HIDROGEL EYE-V 

Proporcionaron una sensación de calma y gentileza en la piel, dejándola fresca. 20 MINUTOS IMÁGENES DE ANTES/ DESPUÉS**.
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If you want to possess a one-stop search and find the proper manuals on your products, you can visit this website that delivers many Private Eye Der Millionencoup. Detektivrollenspiel Im Viktorianischen England Abenteuerband. You can get the manual y
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zuverkaufen oder zu verschenken! Alle Personen und Namen innerhalb dieses Romans sind frei erfunden. Ã„hnlichkeiten mit lebenden Personen sind zufÃ¤llig ...
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TUWEL Design-Optimierung anhand von Eye Tracking 

Untersuchung wurde weiters ein eigenstÃ¤ndiger Kurs aufgesetzt, und um eine leere .... Sie verlassen zwar kurz diesen Bereich, um etwaig andere Optionen zu ...
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